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UNLICENSED INNOVATION:

THE CASE OF WI-FI*

WOLTER LEMSTRA and Vic HayeEs**

 

Abstract  
In this paper we describe the genesis and developmentof Wi-Fi as a combined result
of(1) a change in the US communications radio spectrum policy in the 1980s, (2) the
industry leadership provided by NCR,its corporate successors and collaborators, to
create a global standard andto deliver compatible products under the Wi-Filabel,
and (3) the influence ofthe users that movedthe application of Wireless-LANsfrom
the enterprise to the home, from indoor to outdoor use, from a communications
product to a communicationsservice, andfrom operators to end-users as the pro-
viderof that service. In concluding we assess the implications of this case for the
formation ofgovernment policy andfirm strategy. The case exploration and analy-
sis is based on contributions by experts from the field, having been involved ‘first
hand’ in the innovation journey of Wi-Fi.  

Keywords: WLAN; IEEE 802.11; Wi-Fi; spectrum policy; firm strategy; sources of
innovation; technology diffusion

1. INTRODUCTION

To-day, Wi-Fi has becomethe preferred meansfor connecting to the Internet — with-
out wires: at home,in the office, in hotels, at airports, at the university campus.

This paper draws upon a research project being executed within the Faculty Technology, Policy and
Managementat the Delft University of Technology (TUDelft) aimed at documenting the genesis
and developmentof Wi-Fi. This is a multi-disciplinary and multi-national research project with a
wide range of contributions from the academic community andthe industry atlarge.
The authors like to thank the participants of the European Communication Policy Research
(EuroCPR) conference for the feedback on anearlier version of this paper, in particular Johannes
Bauer, Martin Fransman, Anders Henten, Eli Noam, and Jean Paul Simon.

Dr. Ir. Wolter Lemstra and Ing. Vic Hayes are Senior Research Fellow at the Section Economics of
Infrastructures at the Faculty Technology, Policy and Management of the TUDelft. In their aca-
demic work they leverage extensive experience at the supply side of the communication industry.
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Increasingly Wi-Fi provides access to the Internet for remote communities in devel-
oping countries, e.g. in the Himalayan mountains and in the Andes. Even in rural
areas of developed countries, for instance, in Denmark a community based Wi-Fi
initiative emerged to provide broadband wireless Internet access, as the incumbent
operatorfailed to extend the infrastructure to less profitable areas in a timely man-
ner.

This is a remarkable result as wireless local area networking (WLAN)was not on
the radar screen of the US Federal Communication Commission (FCC) when in 1980
it initiated a market assessment that would lead to its landmark decision of 1985,

wherebyit decided to open up three radio frequency bands designated for Industrial,
Scientific and Medical (ISM) applications for the use by radio communication sys-
tems, including WLANs.

In hindsight, this should not come as a surprise. The Ethernet, which would

becomethe standard for wired-LANs,wasstill subject of a major standardizationbat-
tle within the IEEE in 1980. Moreover, recall that the Apple II had been launchedin
1977, while the IBM PC would be introduced in 1981, and the Internet would be named

in 1984. Mobile computing equipmentlike laptops and notebooksstill had to be con-
ceived.

The current success of Wi-Fi is remarkable in more ways. Hitherto, the most sig-
nificant developmentsin radio frequency technology—radio-relay systems, radio and
television broadcasting—had emerged undera licensed regime, whereby a govern-
ment agency provides exclusive rights to the use of a specific part of the radio fre-
quencyspectrum,thereby providing the application protection from interference by
other radio frequency applications and users. The success of Wi-Fi, however, emerged
undera license-exempt regime, whereby it had to contend with manyother applica-
tions and users in the same radio frequency band, including micro-wave ovens and
radar equipment.

In this paper wewill explore the innovation journey that has resulted in the global
success of Wi-Fi, in the form of a descriptive longitudinal case study. The casestarts
in 1980 when the US Federal Communications Commissioninitiates a study into the
public use of spread spectrum techniques leading to its rulemaking in 1985. We
describe how this opportunity is used by the industry, thereby focusing on the devel-
opments at NCRandits corporate successors to develop, market andsell a new Wire-
less-LAN product. The choice of NCR stemsfrom theleadingrole it assumed in the
creation and adoption of a global Wireless-LAN standard: IEEE 802.11. Subsequently
we will explore how Wi-Fi is being deployed and shapedbythe users, as part of com-
mercial service offerings by “hotspot” operators and through deploymentas part of
communityinitiatives and municipal networks. We conclude with a discussion of the
implications of this case for governmentpolicy andfirm strategy.
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2. TRIGGERED BY US POLICY

A critical input to the development, production and application of any wireless device
is the permissionto use the radio frequency spectrum. This permission has typically
to be granted by a governmentagency,as in the current spectrum managementpara-
digm the national governments have taken ownership of the frequency spectrum as a
natural resource and assign parts of the spectrum to certain applications and users
upon requestor asaresultofpolicy it executes (Hazlett, 2006). In the case of Wi-Fi the
first permission is the Report and Order of May9, 1985 of the US Federal Communi-
cation Commission! to “[authorize] spread spectrum and other wideband emissions
not presently provided for in the FCC Rules and Regulations” (FCC, 1985).

The political climate was set by the Carter Administration and FCC Chairman
Charles Ferris intended to extend the deregulationspirit to the radio frequency spec-
trum. He would like to end the practice whereby numerous requests for spectrum

would be brought forward, based on special cases of technology application. The ada-
gio was‘let us unrestrict the restricted technologies’ (Marcus, 2007; 2008). Dr. Stephen
J. Lukasik the first Chief Scientist of the FCC, was requested to identify new commu-

nications technologies that were being blocked by anachronistic rules. It was Dr.
MichaelJ. Marcus, employed at the Institute of Defense Analysis, who suggested that
spread spectrum wassuch a technology and as a consequence wasinvited to join the
FCCto follow up on the idea. In December 1979 the MITRE Corporation wasinvited
to investigate the potentialcivil usage of spread spectrum. Theirreport of 1980 started
the public consultation process on the use of spread spectrum technology.”

’ The Federal Communications Commission is an United States governmentagency, directly respon-
sible to Congress. The FCC wasestablished by the Communications Act of 1934 and is charged with
regulating interstate and international communications by radio, television, wire, satellite and
cable. The FCC’s jurisdiction covers the 50 states, the District of Columbia, and U.S. possessions
(ECC, 2007).

2 Whenthe FCC receivespetitions for new rule making,or if they see themselves a need to make a
rules change, they have to organise a public consultation in the form of a “Notice of Inquiry, Nol”,
The public at large is invited to commentwithin a set period after which the public is requested to
provide comment on comments,the so-called Reply Comments.
All comments have to be addressed in the subsequent consultation round,the so called “Notice of
Proposed Rule Making, NPRM”. In this document, the FCC also provide the proposed new rules
with the reasonsfor their choices. This round is also followed by a comment and reply comment
period.
Again, the FCC hasthe obligation to address all comments and reply comments and publishes the
results in a “Report and Order, R&O”. Sometimes, a “Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking,
FNPRM” is included when the Orderis only partially completed. A comment and reply comment
period automatically follows the FNPRM.
Issues found in the Order can only be appealed in Petitions for Reconsideration.
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2.1. THE ORIGIN OF SPREAD SPECTRUM

In the Notice of Inquiry the FCC proposedthe civil use of spread spectrum (FCC,
1981). Until 1981 this technique had remainedofficially classified as military technol-
ogy (Mock, 2005). The invention of spread spectrum,in the form offrequency hop-
ping, dates back to 1942 when a patentwas granted to actress Hedy Lamarr and com-
poser George Antheil: U.S. Patent # 2,292,387, issued on August 11, underthetitle:
“Secret Communications System”. Lamarr, born as Hedwig Eva Maria Kiesler in 1913
in Vienna, had been married to Friedrich Mandl, an Austrian arms manufacturer,

which had exposed her to discussions on the jamming of radio-guided torpedo’s
launched from submarines. In 1937 Kiesler left Austria for America, under a contract

with MGM. Here,she met with the composer George Antheil. Their combinedinsights
in technology and musicgenerated the idea to changethecarrier frequency on a regu-
lar basis, akin to changing the frequency when striking another key on the piano.
Theypresentedtheir idea to the National Inventors Council and subsequently donated
their patent to the U.S. military as a contribution to the war effort. However,the first
practical application wasafter the war, in the mid 1950s, in sonobuoysusedto secretly
locate submarines (Mock, 2005 p11-7). Thefirst serial production of systems based on
direct sequence spread spectrum were most probably the Magnavox AN/ARC-50 and
ARC-90 airborne systems. There are most probably other early systems that have
remained classified (Marcus, 2007).

2.2. THE FCC REPORT & ORDER

Interestingly, the MITRE report that investigated the potential benefits, costs, and
risks of spread spectrum communications did not identify a strong requirement or
need from the industry to assign spectrum for spread spectrum applications. The
report concludes that “many potential spread spectrum applications are likely to be
economically unattractive”, other potential applications “...may be economically fea-
sible, but may make pooruseof the spectrum resources that they would require” and
“ijn certain applications, spread spectrum techniques can make moreefficient use of
the spectrum than the usual implementation of narrowbandtechniques... ...when
the information bandwidthperuseris low andthe operating frequencyis high” (Mitre
Corp., 1980 p6-1 to 6-2). In the analysis it was recognized that spread spectrum is
inherently moreresistantto interference. The MITREreporthadidentified the bands
designated for Industrial, Scientific and Medical applications (ISM bands) as bands
“...in which spread spectrum techniques maybeable to improvetheutilization of the
spectrum...[as these bands] are relatively unsuitable for applications requiring guar-
anteed high levels of performance. Indeed,since users of the ISM bandsare not nom-
inally protected from interference, it can be argued that any productive use of these
bandsfrees other spectrum resources that are needed by applications requiring pro-
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tection from interference” (1980 p6-4). Typical applications in the ISM bands were

garage door openers, retail security systems, cordless telephones and includes the
operation of microwave ovens. Hitherto no communications applications were per-
mitted in the ISM bands.

The FCC Notice of Inquiry proposed to use spread spectrum as an “underlay”
within other bands, i.e. sharing the frequencies with other services. The Notice
triggered comments expressing fear of interference and the difficulty of tracing the
source of interference. Based on the responses the FCC proposed two rules changes:
one for licensed use of spread spectrum in the police bands and onefor unlicensed
use. The unlicensed proposal called for an overlay on the spectrum above 70 MHzat
very low power(below -41 dBm) and onefor unspecified powerlimits in the 3 bands
designated for ISM applications (Marcus, 2007). The Further Notice and Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking triggered more comments, whereby manyof the respondents
favoured the proposed authorization (FCC, 1984). Subsequently the FCC deferredall
actions on all but the Police radio service and the use of spread spectrum in the three

bands designated for ISM applications: the 902-926 MHz,the 2400-2483.5 MHz and
the 5725-5850 MHz bands(FCC,1985).5

This FCC rulemakingthat would ultimately lead to the global success of Wi-Fi had
an interesting final twist. After the release of the spread spectrum authorization, the
wholetop leadership of the FCC Office of Science and Technologywas exiled, possibly
as a result of actions by the industry being concerned about the deregulation that
would make the FCC less responsive to major manufacturers who wanted newtech-
nology only madeavailable when it was convenient to them. An attempt was madeto
fire one deputy, and the nameof the Office was changedinto Office of Engineering
and Technology. The position of Marcus was eliminated and an attempt was madeto
dismiss him from the FCC. According to Marcus: “In the monthsfollowing the spread
spectrum decision three top manager of the Office of Science and Technology were
removed and the new organisation took no similar boldinitiatives for almost a dec-
ade.” (Marcus, 2007; 2008),

3. DEVELOPED BY INDUSTRY, WITH NCRIN THE LEAD

Some FCCstaff members had opposedthe rule changesout offear that the new rules
to be adopted would neverbe used. The reality proved otherwise. The authorizations

3 In Europe, some communication services were permitted in the ISM bands:video surveillance by
police, and news gathering services such as the video connections between mobile cameras on
motorbikes and helicopters to follow the Tour de France.

- This underlay approach wassimilar to the approach the FCC adopted in 2003 for Ultra Wide Band
(UWB), but in 1981 it was an idea aheadofits time (Marcus, 2007).

5 The limitation on peak powerwassetat a level of 1 Watt for the three ISM bands. Nolimitations on
the antenna gain werespecified.
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opened the wayfor innovation, because with the regulation in place companies were
morewilling to allocate investment capital to research and development. In 1988 the
first real civil applications of spread spectrum appeared in the form of a Local Area
Networks, e.g. Telesystems and one year later the Gambatte® MIDI LAN, which
becamevery popular with top rock musicians. A derivative of this system was used in
nuclear power plants, under the name of Midistar ~- Pro. From 1990 onward the
numberof equipmentauthorizations by the FCC expandedsignificantly, see Figure1
(Marcus, 2000).”

Figure 1, Spread spectrum equipmentauthorizations
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3.1. THE LEADING ROLE OF NCR AND ITS CORPORATE

SUCCESSORS

A leading role in the development of WLANshas been played by NCR. A nagging
issue for their sales force had been the lack of mobility in the cash register product

portfolio. Retail departmentstores, one of the main client groups of NCR,reconfig-
ured the sales floor on a regular basis and the cost of rewiring the transaction termi-
nals was a significant expense. To address this issue NCR had conducted a study into
the use of infrared light technology, but quickly recognized that radio technology
would be a much better option: “... if it was permitted, if we could makeit work, and

Gambatte becameDigital Wireless Corp. and then Cirronet. It was acquired by RFMonolithics in
Texas in 2006.

By bringing spread spectrum techniquesinto the civil domain, the FCC not only opened the wayfor
Wi-Fi to emerge,butalso facilitated the developments towards spread spectrum application in the
field of mobile telephony in the form of CDMA, promoted by Qualcom, a companyestablished by
Jacobs and Viterbi c.s., a month after the FCC decision (Mock, 2005).

NCR Corporation was founded in 1879 as the National Manufacturing Company of Dayton, Ohio,
to manufacture andsell mechanical cash registers. In 1884 it was renamed National Cash Register
Company. The company was acquired by AT&Tin 1991. A restructuring of AT&T in 1996,led to its
re-establishmentas a separate companyin 1997 (NCR,2007).
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if we could turn it into affordable products” according to Don Johnson at the NCR
Corporate R&D organisation (Johnson, 2007). The purpose and mission ofCorporate
R&D in Dayton Ohio wasto (1) recognize emerging technologies and (2) to promote
advanced development and study in areas which would benefit multiple operating
units. All advanced development was performed in the individual operating units.
Following the FCC Report & Order NCR Corporate initiated a feasibility study into
the use of a wireless technology in local area networking. Copper wires, coax and
(shielded) twisted pair, differ from radio frequency spectrum in their transmission
properties and in the way the medium canbeaccessed.In terms of the Open System
Interconnection (OSI) modelthis implied that new designs were required at the phys-
ical layer (PHY) and at the medium access layer (MAC), see also Figure 2, which shows
the layers of the OSI protocol stack in relation to examples of current day protocols
used in the context of the Internet (Based on Ohrtman and Roeder, 2003). Any pos-
sible further impact on the higherlayers of the stack (network through application)
would also haveto be assessed.

Figure 2. IEEE 802.11 standards mappedto the OSI reference model
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3.2. INVOLVEMENT OF THE DUTCH R&D CENTRE

The seed money from Head Quarters in Dayton Ohio kicked off a developmentproc-
ess whereby a Dutch-based Systems Engineering centre started a feasibility study for
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an American companyto assess whethera wireless device could be developed for cash
registers to be sold in the USA.

The Systems Engineering centre wasestablished to adapt the NCR products to the
specific European requirements. The centre includeda significant software develop-
ment team working on integration of financial systems into the IBM-world, and
another group of experts working on adapting the telephone modem technologies to
the European Standards. The Utrecht Centre had becomea skill centre in modem

communication designs. One of the designs was a wired Local Area Network (MIR-
LAN); which NCR deployedto wire up their Cash Machinesin stores before Ethernet
becamea standard.

The choice of the Utrecht Engineering Centre for the execution of the technology
investigation was based on their signal processing expertise, hardware design experi-
encerelated to wired Local Area Networks, and the recent acquired radio technology
knowledge from Philips Electronics.

The first part of the feasibility project was to determine what powerlevels were
needed and under whatrules such products could be certified by the FCC. Oneof the
issues wastheso called “processing gain” requirements. This was the factor that had
to be used in a spread spectrum system to “expand” the bandwidth above the band-
width you would “normally” need just to get your information data signal transmit-
ted. The logic here is that the more “spread” or processing gain the system has, the
morethe signal lookslike “noise” to others - the more capable the system is in reject-
ing othersignals, so more coexistence would be possible in a unlicensed band (Tuch,
2007).? Of course there is a trade off between the data rates to be achieved and the

complexity ofthe total system and thusthecosts. Interactions with the FCC suggested
that a signal with a code sequenceoflength 10 or greater was required. This informa-
tion implied that a WLANcould berealized operating at 1 Mbit/s or more. The team
set to work to get the processing gain parametersset, and established a code which
had a length of 11 with the required properties that were determined from indoor
propagationstudies.'® The feasibility study resulted in a Wireless-LAN Demounit
and a set ofrelated productspecifications.

3.3. THESTART OF PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

After the feasibility study had ended with positive results, the development team in
Utrecht convinced the Retail Systems Division that product development was also
best carried out by the same team. In the summerof 1987 the team setout to create a
Wireless Network Interface Card (Wireless-NIC) to build a Wireless-LAN with an

Atthe time, Bruce Tuch wasleading the wireless R&D efforts of the Utrecht centre.

The code’s property: The periodic and aperiodic autocorrelation function of this 11 length codeis
“bounded”by one. Actually it turned out that this was a “knowncode” called the Barker Sequence
used in Radar Systemsthat was “rediscovered”.
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over-the-air data rate of 1-2 Mbit/s, to be used in the retail markets that NCR was

serving. The NIC would have to operate in the 902-928 MHz band,the lower ISM
band as specified by the FCC. This lower band wasselected to provide the maximum
possible range, as opposed to the ISM bandsat 2.4 and 5 GHz whichhavehigherlevels
of attenuation. Another reason wasto reducethe costof the electronics.

The creation of a new Medium Access Control (MAC)protocol, as part of the Data
Link Layer (DLL), was the focus of the product developmenteffort. To limit costs and
to reduce the development time the team intended to leverage as muchaspossible
existing MAC designs and to make use of existing protocol standards where possi-
ble.

3.4. THE ROLE OF STANDARDS WITHIN NCR

Within NCR de-facto standards had been a curse rather thanablessing, as they were
of a proprietary nature. Although the companywasa leading providerofpoint-of-sale
terminals, most of the time these terminals had to be connected to a back office com-

puting system, mostly supplied by the leading mainframe provider IBM. Having a
dominantposition in this market IBM used proprietary protocols to connect terminal
equipmentto its mainframes and mini-computers. As a result much of the protocol
expertise of the Utrecht development team originated from the analysis and subse-
quent emulation of IBM protocols. Where NCR had the opportunity it promoted the
use of open standards.

3.5. FINDING AN EXISTING MAC PROTOCOL

Finding a related MAC wasin essence a search for a MAC protocol already being
implemented using a wireless medium,or to find a MAC implemented for another
medium,such as twisted pair copper or coax cable, that could be adaptedto wireless
use. This search led to “ALOHA”, which wasoneofthefirst Wireless Radio protocols,

and derivates of this protocol which morphedinto Ethernet andlater the IEEE 802.3
standard. While lookingat the standards for LANs, anotherpossible choice emerged:
the Medium Access Control used in the Token Bus standard, which wasvery recently
approvedas IEEE 802.4.It becameclear that the standards bodyto focus on was [EEE
andin particular the “802” committee. The development team recognized that having
an already established group within IEEE 802 to sponsor a new physical layer was a
muchfaster process than trying to start a new standard from scratch. The IEEE 802.41
Task Group wasalready working ona wireless variant driven by General Motors, but
it seemedit was “losing steam”.!!

Accordingto the PAR this taskgroup is denoted 802.4¢ which through a transcription error became
802.41.
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The Chair of the 802.41 Task Group did not attend anymore, but the Executive
Secretary was available and willing to convene on request of NCR a meeting in July
1988. In the following meeting in November Vic Hayes of NCR waselected to take
over the chair of this Task Group. However, as Tuch observed: “Making the 802.4

protocol fit with the wireless medium waslike trying to use a boat to get across a
swampinstead of a hovercraft.” (2007). Having concluded that the Token Bus MAC
protocol was not suitable for the purpose, the MAC usedas part of the IEEE 802.3
Ethernet standardstill might be adapted. One of the key issues was how toget “colli-
sion detect” implemented using a wireless medium.A solution developed by NCR and
Inland Steel was presented to the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standards group,to solicit
interest to start a new wireless working group (Tuch and Masleid, 1991). They were
apparently too busy on the evolution of the Ethernet standard towards higher speeds
to supportthis initiative. With a negative vote for the proposal the political stage was
set to “start from scratch” with a new Wireless MAC standard. Underthe leadership
of Bruce Tuch of NCR,the companiesinterested in establishing a wireless local area
network standard quickly generated the necessary paperworkfor the establishment of
a new standardization project within IEEE. Atthe July Plenary meeting, the IEEE 802
Executive Committee approved the request. With the subsequent approval by Stand-
ards Board the new “802.11” Working Group was born, and Vic Hayes of NCR was
appointedas the interim chairperson.

3.6. NCR TAKING THE LEADIN IEEE 802.11

Septemberof 1990, at the first meeting of the 802.11 Working Group Vic Hayes was
elected as the Chair.’ At the November 1991 meeting of the Work Group two Sub
Groupswere established, the MAC group and the PHY group. Ona casebycasebasis
the sub groups madetheir own rules for what materials the proponents had to submit
for the “802.11” membership to make a well informed decision. Once the proposals
would be available, the two groups had the dauntingtask ofselecting the appropriate
technology for the project. In most of the cases the Task groups used a process of
selection whereby in each round of voting the proposal with the lowest numberof
supporting votes would be removedfrom thelist, until a proposal would reach major-
ity support. The proposal reaching majority support would be submitted to the Work-
ing Group for approvalas the technologicalbasis for the draft standard.

12 Hayes would serve as Chairperson of the [EEE 802.11 Working Groupfor 10 years, the maximum
period allowed.
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3.6.1. Thefirst battle ground: IBM vs NCR/Symbol Technologies / Xircom

Thefirst point of contention emerging in the MAC Task Group was aboutthe princi-
ple to be used in assigning capacity to a terminalbased on the shareduseofthe radio
spectrum. A similar issue in the Wired-LAN arena hadsplit the industry and led to
three different incompatible standards having been approved by the IEEE: Ethernet,
Token Bus and Token Ring. For WLAN IBM proposeda centralized approach while
NCRtogether with Symbol technologies and Xircom submitted a proposal that sup-
ported a decentralized mechanism. The merits of the two proposals were intensely
debated.!3 In the end the proposalfor a decentralized approach wonthevote; one of
the reasons being that this protocol would support “ad hoc” networking, whereby a
terminal would be able to independently coordinate communications with another
terminal.

3.6.2. The second battle ground: Frequency Hopping vs Direct Sequence

The second area of contention wasrelated to the PHY.In its 1985 Rule & Order the

FCC had specified two different spread spectrum modulation techniques that could
be used: Frequency Hopping (FHSS) and Direct Sequence (DSSS). Whenputto a vote
in the PHY Task Group neither of the two modulation techniques obtained the
required 75% level of support. Proponents of FHSSclaimedit waseasier to implement,

while DSSS had the promise of a more robust system with a higherdata rate. The indi-
viduals in the FHSS campfeared that the required investment in silicon would be
significant, while the DSSS camptried to refute the argument based on their experi-
ence in the implementation of pilot versions. As neither of the two groups could get
the required level of support, the only way out was to include both modulation tech-
nologies in the standard.

3.6.3. The third battle ground: HomeRF

The initiative for an alternative standard called HomeRFis said to originate with
Proxim,and led to the establishment of an industry consortium (HRFWG)in early
1997 (Negus, Stephenset al., 2000). The main driver for this development was the
perceived inadequate support for isochronousservices,i.e. the use of telephony, in the
IEEE 802.11 draft specification.'4 The consortium adopted the Frequency Hopping

13 To reach agreement within the IEEE Working Groups and Task Groups individuals opposing a
proposalin a vote have to explain the reasonsfor their opposition. By making these reasons explicit
the group asacollective is invited to find waysto resolve the issue and if successfulit has broadened
the supportfor the resulting proposal.

‘4 Companies that were involved in HomeRF development included: Butterfly Communications,
Compaq, HP, IBM,Intel, iReady, Microsoft, Motorola, Proxim, OTC Telecom, RF Monolithics,
Samsungand Symbionics (Lansford, 1999).
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method as thebasis for their standard.'5 The HomeRFShared Wireless Access Proto-

col ~ Cordless Access (SWAP-CA) combined portionsofthe Open Air frequency hop-
ping PHY as developed by Proxim, CSMA/CApacket data derived from the 802.11
Frequency Hopping standard, and TDMA-based voice support from the Digital
Enhanced Cordless Telecommunication (DECT) standard. The FH method adopted

by the consortium supported a data rate of 1.6 Mbit/s (Negus and Petrick, 2008).
HomeRFwaspositioned as a low cost solution having a relaxed PHY specification
supporting both isochronous (connection oriented) and asynchronous(connection-
less) traffic. In April 2000 Intel announced its Anypoint wireless home networking
and in November Proxim unveiled its Symphony HRF (Palo Wireless, 2003).

Whenthe IEEE adopted the “802.11b” project for an 11 Mbit/s WLAN,the consor-
tium announceda secondrelease of the specification for speeds of 6 Mbit/s up to 10
Mbit/s (Negus, Stephensetal., 2000). Therefore, theyfiled a letter at the FCC asking
for a change of the Frequency Hoppingin the form ofan interpretation of the existing
rules to widen the channel] width from 1 MHz to 3 and 5 MHz. However, the FCC

disagreed and started a rules change procedure with a Notice of Proposed Rules
Change (FCC, 1999). On August 31, 2000, the FCC released the Report and Order,
changing the Frequency Hopping rules (FCC, 2000).

The HomeRFbattle in the 802.11 Working Group wasfierce. Despite the support
of major payers in the industry the HomeRFinitiative failed. According to Lansford
the reasonsfor the failure were twofold (2007)!®:

1. Because none of the consortium members were developing PHY silicon, they were
forced to abandon a PHYthat wassimilar to 802.11FH and switch to the OpenAir
PHY developed by Proxim. Many companies in the HomeRFIndustry Consor-
tium felt this made the standard a proprietary system, and

2. The adoption of 802.11b in 1999 andits supportby severalsilicon vendors (Harris,
Lucent Technologies!’, etc.) drove downpricesrelatively quickly comparedto the
single silicon source for HomeRF. The HomeRFconsortium had assumed that FH
products would always be cheaper than DS products, but market competition
invalidated that assumption.'®

According to Marcus, a consideration for choosing FH might have been that the 11 chip PN code
defined in IEEE 802.11 Direct Sequence was questioned by some membersof the FCC Office of
Engineering and Technologyto be in full compliance with the FCCrules.

16 Lansford has been Co-Chair of the Technical Committee for the HomeRF Industry Working Group
and wireless system architect with Intel Corporation.

7 With the 1996 tri-vestiture of AT&T, the WLANactivities moved to Lucent Technologies.

This notion wassaid to be confirmed in a personal statement by King, the CEO of Proxim, admit-
ting that the deal of Lucent Technologies with Apple was the real blow to HomeRF.
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3.6.4. Thefourth battle ground: HIPERLAN

Following the decision making by the FCC, an ad-hoc group on Radio-LANswithin
the CEPT, the body responsible for the harmonization of spectrum use in Europe,
recommendedthat the 2.4 GHz band destined for ISM applications to be opened for
the license-exempt use of RadioLANdevices, and it requested ETSI, the body respon-
sible for the development of telecommunication standards in Europe, to develop the
necessary standard to define the technical characteristics and the test method (ETS,
1996).!9 In 1991 the European Radio Commission assigns the 2.4 GHz ISM bandfor
WLANuse; on a non-protective and non-interference basis, without the need for an
end-user license (CEPT, 1991). This paved the way towards a global assignment of
spectrum for Wireless-LANs.

The ad-hoc group continued with searching the spectrum for the next free band to
accommodate RLANSsby studyingthe allocation rules from 2.5 GHz upwards. The
first opportunity occurred at 5150-5300 MHzwith an optional extension to 5350
MHz(CEPT,1992). As often happensin Europe,this allocation of the spectrum would
be tied to devices adhering to a specific standard, in this case the standard tagged
HIPERLANfor High Performance Local Area Networks,yet to be developed. HIPER-
LANwasaimedat providing high speed (24 Mbit/s typical data rate) radio local area
network communications in the 5 GHz band compatible with Wired-LANsbased on
Ethernet and Token ring standards. HIPERLAN was aimedto cover a range of 50 m
and to support asynchronous and synchronous applications. The specification
included the PHY and MAC,and a new sub-layer called Channel Access and Control
managingthe access request to the channels based onpriority.

Following the establishment of the [EEE 802.11 Working Groupfor wireless local
area networksin July 1990, Vic Hayes had beeninvited to participate as an industry
representative in the ad-hoc RLAN committee of CEPT, and in the Technical Com-
mittee ETSI-RES10. This provided the NCR Team,and uponthe 1991 acquisition the
AT&T Team in Utrecht with a rather unique position to leverageits activities in IEEE
and ETSI, andtoalign asfar as (politically) possible the activities in the two standard-
setting bodies. Again the companyvolunteeredto provide the chair person; Jan Kruys
becamethe second chair of ETSI-RES 3. The Committee publishedits first technical
specification HIPERLAN/1in 1997.

A second version HIPERLAN/2 wasdevelopedas part of the ETSI-BRAN Broad-
band Radio Access Networksproject to provide much higher speeds (up to 54 Mbit/s
data rate) for communication in the 5 GHz band between portable computing devices
and broadband ATM andIP networks. This version supported multi-media applica-
tions, with emphasis on quality of service (QoS) aspects.?°

19 Note that in Europe the 900 MHzbandis used for GSM.

20 A HIPERLAN2 Global Forum wasestablished to support its deployment, supported by e.g. Bosch,
Dell, Ericsson, Nokia, Telia and TI (Palo Wireless, 2003).
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Neither the HIPERLAN/1 standard completed in 1997 nor HIPERLAN/2 stand-
ard completed in 2004 have becomea success. Alvarion, Motorola and SICE Com-
munications were involved in early product introductions, but, as was the case with
HomeRF,also HIPERLAN/2 had to compete with a much more matured IEEE 802.11
standard for which devices had been developed that had already reached a price point
too low to compete with effectively.

3.6.5. Thefifth battle ground: Lucent Technologies vs Harris vs Micrilor

Following the approvalofthe 100 Mbit/s Ethernet standard in 1993, high speed wired-
LANproducts had been introduced in the market and duringthefinal editing of the
IEEE 802.11-1997 it was becomingclear to everybody in the “802.11” communitythat
also higher speeds Wireless-LANs would be required. ‘The goal set was to extend the
performance andthe rangeof applications in the 2.4 GHz band,and specify a higher
speed wireless access technologysuitable for data, voice and image information serv-
ices in the lower 5 GHz band. The decision to keep the MAC the samefor a multitude
of PHYs to accommodate future spectrum opportunities was madeearly in the devel-

opmentof the standard. The PHY wouldhaveto be different given the different bands,
moreoverother constraints applied to the use of the 5 GHZ band.

The least contentious was the 802.lla variant in the 5 GHz band, There were two

main proposals, one from Breezecom(later Alvarion) on a single carrier modulation
method and one from Lucent Technologies and NTT, based on OFDM.The voting
was won bythe Lucent Technologies and NTT combination, leading to a 54 Mbit/s
standard.

The voting for the IEEE 802.11b PHY wasvery contentious, and almost a war on
the brink of tearing the 802.11 Working Groupapart. The main contenders were Har-
ris (now Intersil?! and Lucent Technologies, and a proposal from an outsider Micrilor,
a start-up company with a proposal having somesignificant technical advantages
(Negus andPetrick, 2008). There wasa degree of truth in a 3Com statement that most
of the Lucent Technologies supporters had decidedto side with Micrilor in the voting
to avoid that Harris and their supporters would have an unfair advantage in the mar-
ket, as they already had progressed substantially in their developmentefforts. In the
same week the IEEE meeting took place representatives of Lucent Technologies and
Harris sat together and acknowledged a compromise was needed. Subsequently Har-
ris and Lucent Technologies worked out a new radio transmission scheme,different
from anything that had been proposed before, called Complementary Code Keying
(CCK). Because this proposal gave no advantageto any party the joint proposal was

21 The Wireless LAN partof the business was sold to Conexant, which discontinued the WLAN busi-
ness in November2007.
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accepted in the next meeting of the Working Groupsix weekslater, resulting in the
IEEE 802.11b standard.?2

3.7. FORMAL APPROVALOF THEIEEE 802.11STANDARDS

At the meeting of November 1993 the foundation technology of the MAC wasselected.
The first Letter Ballot on the draft standard wasstarted at the November 1994 meet-

ing. In total four ballots were neededto reach the required level of 75% support.
The Sponsor Letter Ballot was issued on August 1996 andafter two recirculation

ballots the draft standard was submitted to the Standards Activities Board (SAB) in

August 1997, to be approved at their September meeting and to be published on
December 10, 1997 as IEEE 802.11 ~ 1997 edition, covering Frequency Hoppingat a
(mandatory) data rate of 1 Mbit/s (the optional 2 Mbit/s was never implemented) and
Direct Sequenceat 1 and 2 Mbit/s (both mandatory).”3

3.7.1. Approvalof the first extensions IEEE 802.11a and 11b

With a group now experienced in developing a standard andall members eager to
increase the supported data rate, a Study Groupwasestablished at the November 1996
meeting. Two projects were established to make extensions to the standard: Project
802.1la for an extension of the standard to support higher data rates in the 5 GHz
band which received its SAB approval in August 1997, and Project 802.11b for an
extension of the standard to support higher data rates in the 2.4 GHz bandto be
approved in December1997.24

Both were balloted at Working Group level in November 1998 and re-circulated
twice to start the Sponsorballot in April 1999. After 2 recirculation ballots, both were
submitted to the SAB in August 1999. IEEE 802.11a wasofficially published on Decem-
ber 30, 1999 and covered data rates up to 54 Mbit/s in the 5 GHz band. IEEE 802.11b
was published on January 20, 2000, covering a 11 Mbit/s data rate in the 2.4 GHz
band.

In parallel with the 802.1la and 11b project the group undertook to revise the
802.11-1997 standard,to lead it through the ISO/IEC process to become adopted as an

International Standard. After carefully synchronizing the processes within the two
organisations, the revision of IEEE Std 802.11, 1997 edition was published on August
10, 1999 designated ISO/IEC 8802-11:1999.

Twoyears later Micrilor would be acquired by Proxim, thereby obtaining a strong patent portfolio.

23 Soon after the SAB approval, conforming products with either 1 Mbit/s FH and 2 Mbit/s DS
appeared on the market. The third option, based on infrared, never madeit into products.

74 Note that 802.1la and 802.116 were included into a consolidated standard in 2005.
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3.8. INTRODUCING THE WLAN PRODUCTSIN THE MARKET

The decision by NCR to exploit the new business opportunity through the develop-
mentof an open standard in cooperation with others was an importantstepin real-

izing its WLAN vision. While manufacturing partners can be aligned through the
standardization process, real products are required to convince potential customers
of the benefits that Wireless LANs can provide. Market research initiated by NCR to

establish the right product positioning strategy indicated that LAN (re-)wiring was
cumbersome and expensive, estimated at US$200-1500 per ‘drop’. Also the lack of
expertise was mentionedas an issue. The connection of PC adaptorsto the coax cable
andlocalizing faults in the early Ethernet systems was know to be cumbersome. Lower
overall cost wasidentified as the key feature of Wireless-LANs.

Ahead ofa formal standards approval, NCR launched its first WaveLAN product
for the US market at Networld in Dallas, in September of 1990. The product operated

at 915 MHz and used one communication channel providing a bandwidth of 2 Mbit/s.
It was a desktop PC plug-in board, essentially a radio-based Network Interface Card
(NIC), and required an external antenna. The general product release was in May
1991, after radio certification and manufacturingstart-up issues had been cleared and
resolved. Prospective customers appearedto be fascinated by the technology, but the
benefits were perceived as marginal andtheprice as too high. At the product launch
the price wasset at US$1,390 per card, which included the Novell Netware driver. In
comparison an ARCNet card was sold at US$300, an Ethernet card at $495, and a

Token Ring card at $645. However, giving the difference in implementation only a
Total Cost of Ownership calculation would provide for a fair comparison. Although
this improved the businesscase significantly, within short NCR would lowertheprice
of the PC plug-in to $995.

In the course of 1991 it becameclear that the product was incomplete in the view

ofprospective customers. Multiple Access Points (AP) would be neededto cover larger
buildings, to be connected to the wired-LANinfrastructure; plus the capability of
roaming (also called hand-off) between the APs. The concept waseasily described and
readily adopted, given its similarity with cellular communication. The implementa-
tion looked relatively easy as the client stations, PC/laptop, could keep track of the
signal strength of each AP within reach and switch the connection to the AP with the
best transmission performance. However, the R&D efforts increased significantly
whenthe system hadto be ‘scaled-up’, and became comparable to the efforts involved
in the developmentof the NIC.

3.8.1. Security concerns

Asit is mucheasier to eavesdrop on a wireless system than on a wired system thelevel
of security provided by WLANsraised doubts in the mindsof prospective customers,
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which in turn frustrated its adoption. From the outset WaveLAN included as an
option a Data Encryption Security (DES) chip. This chip was used until the IEEE
standard was implemented, which included the so-called Wired Equivalent Privacy
(WEP)algorithm,providinga basic authentication and encryption method.*°

In 1993 AT&T wassuccessful in closing thefirst contract for large scale deploy-
ment of WaveLANat the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU)in Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania. The project involved the deploymentof Access Points to serve 10,000 students,
faculty and staff moving about the university campus(Hills and Johnson,1996;Hills,
1999). The acquisition of CMU as a client would provide a perfect test bed for a large
scale deployment of WLANs.

3.8.2. Crossing the Chasm

In the course of 1998 the Lucent Technology senior managementstarted questioning
the results of the Wireless LAN project. This wasafter only two years of involvement

. and with limited visibility of what had been spentin the preceding decade. Slowly but
surely resources were moved to other more promising radio projects, such as Wireless
Local Loop (WLL). Nonetheless, the sales team kept pushing WaveLAN.Thefortune
of WaveLANandfor that matter WLANs would take a turn for the better following
an unexpected call from Apple Headquarters, simply stating: “Steve Jobs wants to
have a meeting with Rich McGinnabout wireless LANs.” Apparently Steve Jobs, who
had returned to Apple as ‘interim CEO’to reinvigorate the company, had decided that
Wireless-LANhadto be the keydifferentiating feature for the iBook which was sched-
uled to be launched in 1999,?6 The meeting in the Apple Boardroom wasaninterest-
ing one, with Steve Jobs concluding the meeting with: “We need the radio card for

25 ‘The security of Wireless LANs has remained an ongoing concern. With the approval of the IEEE
802.11-1997 standard the Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) algorithm was introduced, providing a
basic authentication and encryption method. WEP was designed in the 1990s and was purposely
weak, to remain within the confines of existing export requirements (Ohrtman and Roeder,
2003p61-85). In late 1999 and early 2000, initial attacks on WEP wereidentified and made public,
just at the time when WLANtechnology was becoming popular,and thus a fertile area of investiga-
tion for security researchers and an attractive target for hackers. Papers by Borisov, Goldberg, and
Wagner (1999), and Walker (2000) discussed the vulnerabilities of WEP. While some businesses
deployed WLANtechnology in combination with Virtual Private Network and proprietary security
solutions, the response by the industry was the development ofan IEEE 802.11 standard-based solu-
tion, with interoperability certification developed by the WECA- later Wi-Fi Alliance.

26 Apple had considered wireless connectivity as essential to the successofits laptops and PDA busi-
ness. In early 1990 Apple petitioned the FCCto allocate 40 MHzofspectrum in the 1850-1990 MHz
band earmarked for new technologies, in particular PCS, for a new radio service called Data-PCS.
In the fall of 1993 this request was accommodated,albeit, the band was used by microwaveusers.
Although relocation with compensation was agreed upon, there was noeffective model for manag-
ing the relocation. Applealso filed a petition for rule making in 1995 for an allocation of 300 MHz
in the 5GHzband,linked to the National Information Infrastructure initiative in the Clinton-Gore

period. In 1997 the FCC created the Unlicensed-NII band within the existing 5 GHz ISM-band.
(Goldberg, 2008).
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US$50, and I wantto sell at $99.” Then Steve apologizes, he has to leave — stands up,
says “Hi!” and goes. The roomfalls silent (Links, 2007). 2”

For Steve Jobs the job was done, for Lucent Technologies the work started. The
target was audacious, because early 1998 the cost level of the cards wasstill above
US$ 100. The chipsets for the next round of cost reductions had been designed,butit
wasnot clear whetherthe target set by Apple could be met by spring of 1999. In the
following months several rounds of negotiations took place to obtain agreement on
the product definition. Apple wanted a special interface, moreover, they wanted three
versions of the Access Point: a low, medium and high-endversion. Also the price was
subject of some tough negotiations. A complicating matter was thatthe initial agree-
ment had been based on the existing 2 Mbit/s product. However, the standards mak-
ing process had advanced substantially and the 11 Mbit/s version was expected to
becomeavailable in 1999. Apple wanted to go directly to the 11 Mbit/s, but did not
want to accept a higherprice for the increased bandwidth. It becameanall or nothing
negotiation. The product was launched as the Apple Airport in the summerof 1999,
with the PC card priced at $99 and the Access Point at $299. At this price level the 11
Mbit/s Wireless LANs could compete effectively with the 10 Mbit/s wired Ethernet.

The industry was shocked. Cees Linksrecalls: “We were accused of “buying” the mar-
ket and that we were losing money on every card sold. But we were not. The mecha-
nism we used wasto ‘forward’ price the product. With the volume going up quickly
the costs would also come down quickly, and the market share gained would bring in
the margin. That is the theory — well, it worked in practice, and it worked very well as
would turn out in the following years.” (Links, 2007).

Dell was the first PC vendorto follow the trend set by Apple. However, the coop-

eration with Dell had an additional complicating factor: they used the Microsoft
Operating System. As a consequence Lucent was faced with another hurdle to over-
come. As Microsoft had become overloaded with requests to resolve interface issues,
they had installed a new certification procedure called Wireless Hardware Quality
Labs. Unfortunately some requirements in the certification program were incompat-
ible with the operation of Wireless-LANs. This required Lucent to work closely with
Microsoft to resolve these issues. Initially some compromises were made and waivers
obtained to expedite market deployment. Eventually the cooperation involved creat-

ing new software to support Wireless-LANsproper, to be included in the upcoming
release of XP in 2001.

With this effort done, the two world leading PC operating systems had in-built
features to support Wireless-LANs, and hence another dimension of the “whole prod-
uct” concept had beenresolved. The Apple Airport had becomethe beachhead,or in

the terminology of Geoffrey Moore:the head pin on the bowling alley (Moore, 1995).
With the success of the Apple Airport the “chasm”had beencrossed effectively, the

27, At the time Cees Links was Product Line Manager of WaveLAN.
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companywasentering the “tornado zone”. Within a year all other PC vendors had
followed the example set by Apple. Agere Systems?®, had almost a clean sweep of the
Wireless-LAN market for PCs.?? This success is replacing the business user as the
main target of WLANapplications by the homeuser.

This new period posed new challenges. Ramping up volume in manufacturing
became the key challenge, which implied lead time reduction, improving inventory
management, optimizing test capabilities. In the early days the radio part of the card
had about 15 test points and involved manualcalibration. Now,the cardsare fully tested
through software, The early cards had about 300 components, which has come downto
30 and would go downfurtherto 10. All the result of moving from a production level of
100 cards per week in 1991 to 100,000 cards per week in 2001 (Tuch, 2007).

3.8.3. The Wi-Fi Alliance

With the approval of the IEEE 802.11 standard a numberof implementation variants
were allowed,in part a result of the FCC Report & Orderthat included the two spread
spectrum variants, frequency hopping and direct sequence. This could in practice
lead to two companies claiming to be compliant while the products would be incom-
patible. This situation forced the leading Wireless LAN companiesto collaborate. The
Wireless Ethernet Compatibility Alliance (WECA)started operation in 1999 as a
non-profit organisation driving the adoption of a single DSSS-based world-wide
standard for high-speed wireless local area networking, focussing on IEEE 802.11b
compliance. Governed by a small Board WECAquickly established an interoperabil-
ity testing procedure and a seal of compliance, the Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity) logo. In
2002it changed its nameto the Wi-Fi Alliance to acknowledge the powerof the Wi-Fi
brand. Asof July 2007 the organisation hadcertified the interoperability of over 3,500
products (Wi-Fi Alliance, 2007).

3.8.4. The ultimate success

By early 2001 Agere had reached the summit as supplier of Wi-Fi products with an
approximately 50% market share, inclusive of the OEM channel. By that time the
market had grownto an US$1billion annuallevel. By the end of 2001 it becameclear
that the industry was moving into another phase. With the broad acceptance of Wi-Fi
it was clear that the Wireless-LAN functionality would be progressively integrated
into the various computer and networking products. The competition would shift

28_In 2000 Agere Systemswasestablished as a subsidiary of Lucent Technologies, the WLANactivities
movedto this entity.

29 Notethat in anotherepisode of corporate transformation Agere Systems had been incorporated in
2000 as subsidiary of Lucent Technologies, assumingtheactivities of the former Micro-Electronics
Division, and including WaveLAN.
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from the plug-ins toward the chipsets, as was confirmed by the movesofe.g. Intersil,
Broadcom, Infineon, and AMD.As a consequence the ORiNOCObrand(as successor
to WaveLAN)and therelated infrastructure products, Access Points, Residential
gateways and Outdoor Routers, were separated organisationally from the chipactivi-
ties. In 2002 Agere sold the ORINOCObusinessunit to Proxim in a friendly take-over
valued at US$ 65 mln. Agere Systemscontinuedto develop the Wireless LAN technol-
ogy and turnedit into new chipsets. They also sold the technology to other chipset
providersto allow the integration with other I/O technologies.

Meanwhile Intel had expanded its WLAN expertise by acquiring Xircom in 1999.
In 2003 Intel launched the Centrino chipset with built-in Wi-Fi functionality for
mobile computers. This launch was supported with a US$ 300 mIn marketing cam-
paign,essentially moving the success of the “Intel inside” campaign to a “Wi-Fi inside”
campaign. This marksthe ultimate success ofWi-Fi, having moved from PC adaptors,
through plug-ins and integrated chipsets, to functionality that has becomepartof the
hardware core of laptop computers. This also moved the industry into another era and
endsthe period of the specialty suppliers. As a result Agere Systems discontinuedits
Wireless LANactivities in 2004. The remaining WLANexpertise transitioned ‘in
person’ to other firms, in particular to Motorola, a company active in thefield of
WiMAX,another memberofthe Wi-Family.

4, SHAPED BY OPERATORS AND USERS

While the initial application of WLANshad been targeted by its manufacturers to be
in the corporate domain, Apple had opened up the home networking market. The
massive adoption by the users shaped the emerging market. This triggered another set
of entrepreneurs, including telecom operators, to use Wi-Fi to provide (semi-)public
access to the Internet at “hotspots”.

4.1. HOTSPOTS

According to a popular account, Wi-Fi accessin public places has been first conceived
in 1993 by Stewart while working on the IEEE 802.11 MAC at AMD (Fleishman,2002).
Mostlikely others have come up with the sameidea in that same time frame consider-
ing the manystart-ups that emerged pursuing wireless access services in public places
or “hotspots”. To implementhis idea the companyPlancom wasestablished in 1995,to

become Wayportin 1996. In the same year Wayport equippedits first hotel lobby and
bar with wireless access.5° By 2003 Wayport was serving some of the major hotel
brands: Embassy, Four Seasons, Sheraton, Summerfield, Westin and Wyndham.

30 They used Breezecom equipment, which was based on Frequency Hopping.
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4.2. STARBUCKS

“Travel at blazing speeds on the Internet — all from the comfort of your favorite cozy
chair” (Starbucks, 2007). It has been the Starbucksinitiative to provide wireless access
to the Internet in their coffee shops that has set off Wi-Fi as the preferred meansof

accessing the Internetin public areas in general. For Starbucksit was the prospectof
attracting more customers and keeping them longerin the coffeehouse, in particular
after the rush hour, that made investmentsin the new service an interesting proposi-
tion. In January 2001 Starbucks, MobileStar and Microsoft announcedtheir strategic
relationship to create a high-speed, connected environment in Starbucks locations
across North America. The service would be provided by MobileStar, a wireless ISP
established in 1996 with a focus on providing high-speed Internet access for business
travellers in ‘hotspots’ such as airports, hotels, convention centres, restaurants and
other public places in the US. MobileStar wouldinstall Access Points in the Starbucks
locations and connectthese locationsto the Internet using T1-lines.4! Microsoft was
to provide the portal facilitating an easy log-on procedure (Microsoft, 2001). Mobile-
Star set out using a proprietary frequency hopping spread spectrum product supplied
by Proxim, and subsequently moved to an IEEE 802.11 compliant direct sequence
based product. By the end of the year MobileStar had equipped some 500 Starbucks
locations, but also had ran into financialdifficulties. In the aftermath of the telecom

market crash the private equity market had becomevery constrained, and the events
of September11'" had severely limited business travel. The companyseized operation
in October 2001 and subsequently the assets were acquired by VoiceStream,a cellular
communications company to be acquired by T-Mobile in 2001. By February 2002 the
service at Starbucks was operating under the T-Mobile Hotspotbrand. This acquisi-
tion made T-Mobile the largest hotspot provider in the USA.

In early 2002 Starbucks launched a major expansion plan to provide wireless
access at “T1” speed in 800 coffee shops in the USA and 400 in Europe,to be extended

to 2000in total by the end of the year 2002. In this extension plan Starbucks cooper-
ates with T-Mobile as service provider and HPto provide access software, in particu-
lar the Wireless Connection Manager, whichfacilitates easy configuration manage-
mentfor notebooks or PDAs not running on the Microsoft XP operating system (Arar,
2002; Singer, 2002).** In 2003 Schultz, the CEO of Starbucks, claimed that the part-
nership with T-Mobile contributed to a 27% increase in revenue June 2003 over June

2002, and claiming that customers spend approx. 45 minutespersession using hotspot

31s‘ T1-lines are digital links at a data rate of 1.5 Mbit/s.

32 The service wasoffered aftera free trial for US$49.99 per month with unlimited nationalaccess toa
flat fee of $2.99 for a 15-minute session. Also prepaid plans were available at $ 20 for 120 minutes
nationwideor $50 for 300 minutes,
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access (O’Shea, 2003).° In the face of increasing competition andto stimulate usage
the prices of the T-Mobile Hotspot service were sharply reduced in 2003 (Griffith,
2003).54 In July 2004 Starbucks announced further successes: 3,100 coffeehouses are
offering Wi-Fi based Internet access**, T-Mobile HotSpot subscribersvisit Starbucks
more often — on average eight times per month - and spend onaverage one hourper
session, while 90% of accesses are during off-peak hours. In a next step exclusive
access to entertainment content is being provided at the Starbucks locations (Star-
bucks, 2004), which was expanded through an exclusive partnership between Star-
bucks and Apple to preview, buy and download music from the iTunes Wi-Fi Music
Store to launch on October of 2007 (Apple, 2007).

In 2007 accordingto Jiwire the top three countries in terms of numberofhotspots
were the USA,the UK and Germany,albeit in terms ofhotspots per inhabitant Portugal
wasleading with 38 hotspots per 100,000 inhabitants followed by Taiwan 37 and South
Korea with 28. See also Figure 3 (based on U.S. Census Bureau, 2006;Jiwire, 2007).

Figure 3. Hotspots by country
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Hotspotsper100,000pop  
UnitedStates UnitedKingdom Switzerland | Netherlands HongKongS.A.R.

33 By 2003 T-Mobile operated 2100 Wi-Fi hotspots in the USA,the lion’s share being the Starbucks
outlets, further including Kinkos copy shops and Borders book stores.

34_-Unlimited access to US$ 29.99, without a cap on data transfer, based on a subscription ofoneyear.
The pay-as-you-go plan comesat $2.99 for 15 minutes and $0.25 per minute thereafter and $0.10 per
minute after the hour.

35 Out of 4,700 T-Mobile Hotspots in the USA, covering Borders Books and Music, FedEx Kinko's
Office and Print Centers, Hyatt Hotels and Resorts, airport business lounges of American,Delta,
United Airlines and US Airways.
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4.3. AN ALTERNATIVE BUSINESS MODEL - FON

Between the use of Wi-Fi for-free in the home andfor-a-fee in hotspots a new model
has been introduced by Varsavsky in 2006 as FON. The companyhasits headquarters
in Madrid, Spain, and is funded by Sequoia Capital, Index Ventures, Google and
eBay.*° The business model of FONis aimedat establishing privately owned hotspots
worldwide under the slogan: “Makea little money with your Wi-Fi and roam the
world for FREE”. It is based on acquiring a wireless router and access point called “La
Fonera”, whichsplits the capacity into two streams, one for personaluse and onefor
public use.*” FON distinguishes three types of users: “Bills”, “Linuses” and “Aliens”.
The “Bills” charge for providing access while also paying for obtaining access to any
other Foneros network. The revenue from opening-up the FON Access Pointis split
50/50 between the FON organisation and the “Fonera” owner. The “Linuses” open
their networkforfree, also to visiting “Bills”. “Aliens” are non-Foneros or customers
from outside the community who may use the FON-spots by signing-up through
eBay’s PayPal online paymentservice.** Additional revenues can be made through
advertising as part of the sign-in. (Crane, 2007; FON, 2007)

44. COMMUNITYINITIATIVES - WIRELESS NEIGHBOURHOOD

AREA NETWORKS

Wireless Internet Service Providers typically exploit Wi-Fi technology to provide
Internet access services for-a-profit, or in the case where the location ownerexploits
the ‘hotspot’, the objective may beto stimulate the revenues of the core business. Next
to these commercially oriented organisations, groups of volunteers have emergedthat
are providing Internet access for free or at very low cost. The shared Internet Access
and often also direct communications among community membersis provided based
on Wi-Fi Access Points being interconnected forminga wireless Neighbourhood Area
Network (WNAN).

These communities of volunteers are mostly motivated by their enthusiasm to
explore the possibilities of new technologies and their wish to demonstrate their tech-
nological savvy to others. These groups of Wi-Fi volunteers are in many wayssimilar
to the early membersofthe ‘Homebrew Computer Club’ that emergedin Silicon Val-
ley whenthefirst do-it-yourself computer kits came on the market in the mid 1970s
(Freiberger and Swaine, 1984). Members would come together to trade computer

36 -Varsasky wasalso the founder of Viatel and Jazztel, new entrants in the telecommunications mar-
ket.

37: In 2007 “La Fonera”is advertised at US$39.99, In a dedicated campaign “La Fonera” was offered for
free whenliving nextto a Starbucks coffeehouse.

38 In 2007 the advertised rate for “Bills” and “Aliens” was US$3 for a 24 hr connection.
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parts, exchange schematics and programmingtips.*? A typical example of a Wi-Fi
community in the Netherlandsis “Wireless Leiden’, a group of volunteers thatstarted
in the year 2001 and hasbuilt a Neighbourhood Area Networkthat includes 60 nodes
and is covering most of the Leidencity andis being linked to neighbouring towns to
coveran area of about 500 km? (Vijn and Mourits, 2005). Throughthe organisation of
volunteers the “Wireless Leiden’ network is strongly embedded in the economic and
social structure of the Leiden city. Companiesthat e.g. like to link their offices across
the city or to their home sponsor the network by providing the equipmentfor a net-
work nodeat their premises that will subsequently operate under their name. Other
firms provide communication equipmentin kind, or providefacilities for the group of
volunteers to meet on a regular basis. The municipality supports the group by provid-
ing locations to place nodes and antennas. For a local church the “Wireless Leiden’
network provides live broadcast of the church service, and in return is allowed to
place an antennaon the church tower.’ The network also provides inexpensive com-
munication amongschoolsin the city and providesaccessto the Internetat the library
andat the library bussesthat serve the city neighbourhood.

Based on aninvestigation of spring 2006 there were approx. 30 NANinitiatives in
the Netherlands, of which the ‘Wireless Leiden’ NANis the largest (Schreurs, 2006).
The investigation revealed that there are or have been many moreinitiatives than
there are networks providing actual service. Oneplausible reasonis that it concerns
mostly a loosely organised group of volunteers being involved in the Wi-Fi commu-
nity initiative next to their day job. Without strong economic incentives projects tend
to take muchlongertorealize,ifat all. Nevertheless, there is ample evidence that these
Wi-Fi based NANsare important from an economic andsocial perspective in par-
ticular in (1) areas where incumbenttelecom operators fail to provide broadband
Internet access in developed countries, a typical example is the peninsula of Djurs-
land in Denmark*!, and(2) in developing areas where often the investmentcapitalis
lacking to provide the inhabitants with the very basic communicationservices such as

telephony, typical examples are the rural areas in developing countries such as India,
Latin America, and Africa.*? The Case of ‘Wireless Leiden’is of interest becauseofits

early start andits significantsize, but also for the software developmentthat was done

39“ From the community came the founders of many computer companies, including Bob Marsh,
George Morrow, Adam Osborne, Lee Felsenstein, and Apple founders Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak
(Freiberger and Swaine,1984).

40 Churchservice had been provided by the incumbent operator for many decades, but had been dis-
continued.

41 It should be noted that use is made of the available fibre based backhaul provided by the incumbent
operator TDC.

42 These applications will be discussed in more detail in a forthcoming publication Lemstra, W.
Groenewegen,J.P.M and Hayes, V. (eds.). “The genesis of Wi-Fi and the road toward global suc-
cess”,
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to make Wi-Fi networking possible and for the entrepreneurialactivities that it gener-
ated.

4.5, MUNICIPAL NETWORKS

Since the foundation of “Wireless Leiden’ in 2002 there have been important changes
in the environment: broadbandinternet access through ADSL and CATV-cable and
the use of domestic Wi-Fi have become ubiquitous. Moreover, the objectives of the
techno-enthusiasts of the early hour have been fulfilled by establishing the network.
Keeping the network running requires a different attitude and motivation of volun-
teers. Meanwhile ‘Wireless Leiden’ has also becomehighly visible and according to
Michel van derPlas, economic advisorat the Leiden City Office, it has become a highly
valuableasset in the positioning of Leiden as a high-tech city. Continuity of the “Wire-
less Leiden’ network has become important to the municipality. Moreover, profes-
sional parties have shownaninterest in using the network for developing new, wire-
less applicationslike ‘location based services’. The Wi-Fi network of “Wireless Leiden’
offers an unique possibility to develop and test new techniques and applications. That
is the reason a close workingrelationship has developed with several research institu-
tions, such as the ‘Centre for Technology and Innovation Management’, the Institute
for Societal Innovation, the ‘Hogeschool Leiden’ and the Leiden University.

Wireless municipal broadband access has become a major item in the USA with
highly visible initiatives in e.g. Philadelphia, San Francisco (involving Google) and
Silicon Valley.The provisioning of city-wide Wi-Fi based connectivity is seen as a
wayfor local governments to improvethe availability and affordability of broadband
access. Municipalities have thereby the opportunityto leveragetheir role as consumer
when considering to becomea supplier of broadband access. Reasonsthat are being
stated for municipalities to pursue the opportunity to enter the market for wireless
broadbandservice provision include: (1) opportunity to fill the gap in available and
affordable (wired) broadband access, where private firms fail to provide service or
offer services at a price considered to be too high;(2) to create a ‘third pipe” next to
DSL and cable to improve competition; (3) making the city more competitive in
attracting business; (4) improving intra- and intergovernmental communications,
improving quality of work life for employees; (5) the availability of wireless technol-
ogyat low cost, without the needfora license; (6) the opportunity to offer servicesat
lowercosts of deploymente.g. through ownershipofrights-of-way, the use of munici-
pal premises and leveraging internal use of the network (Tapia, Stone et al., 2005;
Hudson, 2006; Weiss and Huang, 2007). The role of local government in providing
wireless broadbandaccessis subject to intense debates whether public funds may be

43° Tapia indicates that in 2005 over 100 cities have announced plans for municipal wireless (Tapia,
Stoneet al., 2005).
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used and whetherthese public initiatives infringe on private interests of the incum-
benttelecom and cable operators. This interest of municipalities in Wi-Fi deployment
hasresulted in additional law makingat USState level to regulate if and how munici-
palities can enter the wireless service provider sphere (Tapia, Stone et al., 2005).

In a comparative study including European initiatives Van den Audenhove et
al. concludethatlocal government motives to engage in wireless network deployment
include policies related to the ‘digital divide’, city renewal, stimulating innovation,
stimulating tourism, and improving the ‘economicfabric’ of the city.*4 In comparison
the Europeaninitiatives are more oriented towards “hotspots” and “hotzones” and
not necessarily aim at full city coverage; an attitude that maybe influenced by uncer-
tainty on the critical position of the European Commission regardingthese initiatives
with respect to distortion of competition (Van Audenhove, Ballonet al., forthcom-
ing). In addressing these concerns they have analyzed the underlying business models
with varying degrees of public and private involvement with respect to network own-
ership and service provisioning. Six combinations emerge in the study of 28 initia-
tives: (1) private concessions for the network ownership and service provisioning
applied in Bristol, Cardiff, Paris and London;(2) private concession of the network
combined with a wholesale based service provisioning used mainly in the USA in
Philadelphia, Portland, Sacramento and San Francisco; (3) public ownership of the
network combined with wholesale provisioning is applied in Stockholm and Boston;
(4) a fully public modelis applied only in the case of St. Cloud USA.In addition two
more open models can be discerned (5) an “open site” model in Paris and Bologna
wherethe city grants open access to public sites and/or to its backbone network for
private providers to exploit; and (6) the community modelas it applies in different
flavours to Wireless Leiden in the Netherlands and Turku in Finland (Ballon, Van
Audenhoveetal., 2007).

These studies illustrate that Wi-Fi has evolved from its intended use in wireless

corporate networking, with a market breakthrough in wireless home networking, to
a wide variety of private entities and public-private partnerships exploiting its poten-
tial. The cases described also show that Wi-Fi based broadbandaccess should not be

considered a replacement of wired broadbandaccess, but rather as complementary
access reachingoutto places and users that other networks cannotreach.

5. SUMMARY, REFLECTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The current day success of Wi-Fi can be traced back to a change in governmentpolicy
intended to simplify the rules for the use of radio frequency spectrum andtheidea to
allow public use of spread spectrum technology. The 1985 decision of the FCC to allow

44 The study includes the European cities of Bologna, Bristol, Cardiff, Diisseldorf, Leiden, London,
Paris, Stockholm, and Turku.
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spread spectrum based radio communicationin the three bandsdesignatedfor Indus-
trial, Scientific and Medical applications triggered communication firms to innovate
and develop new short range data communication products. NCR recognized the
need to leverage existing standardized communication protocols and became the
driving force in the development and adoption of a Wireless-LAN standard - IEEE
802.11, as were its corporate successors AT&T, Lucent Technologies, and Agere Sys-
tems. In contracting with Apple and subsequently cooperating with Microsoft the
product reached the mass market. In the process the product moved fromits intended
use as WLANinthe corporate environmentto application in the home. Subsequently
the home andbusiness use was extended throughInternet access services being pro-
vided at ‘hotspots’, ‘hotzones’, and more recently through city-wide Wi-Fi network-
ing. The low-threshold technology resulted also in networks being created by com-
munities of volunteers in developed as well as developing countries to provide
alternative networkaccess andinfilling a void left by the incumbent telecommunica-
tions operators. The case story of Wi-Fi is an illustration of how innovation can be
triggered by policy, developed by the industry and shapedbythe users.

5.1. REFLECTING ON INNOVATION

The Wi-Fi case is a good exampleofan ‘innovation journey’ (Van de Ven, Polley etal.,
1999)andit illustrates how a new ‘innovation avenue’ (Sahal, 1981, 1985) emerges as a

fusion of two existing avenues: LANs and Spread spectrum;see also Figure4.

Figure 4. Relationship between Wi-Fi related innovation avenues
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It is also a goodillustration of the different sourcesof innovationthatplaya role in the
shaping of a productor service as argued by Von Hippel(1988, 2005). In our case the
emphasishas shifted from the moretraditionalrole of the manufacturer, to the opera-
tor as supplier ofa service, to the users building Wi-Fi based community networks.
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In the Wi-Fi case we can also recognise the notions of evolutionary theory,i.e.
novelty generation, transmission andselection, as well as retention. The Wi-Fi devel-
opmentcan be related to Nelson and Winter (1977, 1982) who argue that technical
advance is an evolutionary process in which new technologicalalternatives compete
with each other and with prevailing practice, whereby ex-post selection is determin-
ing the winners andlosers, usually with considerable ex-ante uncertainty regarding
the outcome. Thereby we recognise the Lamarckian metaphorof economic evolution
which allows acquired characteristics based on learning to be passed on and which
acknowledges purposeful intention with respect to changing behaviour. This is in
contrast to the Darwinian metaphor whereby change can only take place through
mutationsat birth and which is considered to be random (Lemstra, Hayeset al., Forth-
coming).

The development of Wi-Fi was triggered by a major shift in the institutional
arrangements: the assignmentby the FCC of unlicensed radio frequency spectrum for
communication purposes. The technology to be applied had been developed in the
military domain and was now prescribedfor use in the private domain. This can be
characterised as a change in the institutional selection environment. Although the
FCCruling prescribed a certain typeoftechnology, firms generated a broadvariety of
initial products using proprietary protocols. From a theoretical perspective, the FCC
openedthe possibility for novelty generation. The incompatibility resulted in a frag-
mented product market,increasing the risk for the users with respect to future devel-
opments. Through NCRtaking a leadershiprolein establishinga coalition the novelty
generation in the product market movedto the selection mechanism of the stand-
ardization process. The standardization process has been a process of retention and
learning of the variousfirms involved in the developmentofWi-Fi. A strong contribu-
tion to the developmentof the content of the standard,a high degree ofparticipation,
as well as skilful negotiation and manoeuvringare the major ingredients determining
the outcomeofthis process. A process beingfacilitated through well-established for-
mal procedures within the IEEE.*° Wi-Fi emerged as the winnerofthe battle against
HomeRFand HIPERLAN.This connects to the economicliterature describing how a
dominant design emerges (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978). Once resources come to
be largely focused on the leading technology further improvements may soon makeit
andits further developments the only economic way to proceed because competing
designsare left so far behind (Nelson and Winter, 1977, 1982). Implicitly the case
showsthe importanceofsoftware platformsin forging the successful adoption ofthis
hardwareoriented product (Gawer and Cusumano, 2002).

The productlife cycle of Wi-Fireflects a long gestation period of almost15 years,
followed bya rapid take off in the last 5-6 years, see also Figure5.

45 ‘The IEEEforinstances use the Robert’s Rules of Order (Roberts, 2000).
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Figure 5. Wi-Fi standards and NCRproducts
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The aspectof retention can bestbe illustrated by characterizing the Wi-Fi based eco-
system that has emerged andis evolving (based on: Kamp, 2005; De Leeuw, 2006,
2007):
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- In 2004 the Wi-Fi related product market was estimated at US$ 3.5 bln, In the
third quarter of 2007 over 43 million WLAN NICs were shipped from Taiwan,
37% morethan the previousyear,

- The portfolio included: chips and chipsets, PC-adapters (PCI, USB, CF/SDIO),
networking devices(access points, bridges, gateways and routers), as well as anten-
nas andboosters,

- A market scan executed in 2007 identified 180 end-product vendors, providing
3289 different products,

— Client devices that include Wi-Fi functionality include: notebooks, PDAs, mobile
phones, streaming music andvideoplayers,digital camera’s, printers, video beam-
ers, gaming devices, and home audio-systems,

- Hotspots worldwide are wellin excess of 206,567 in 135 countries,
Major hostspot/roaming operatorsare: iPass, T-Mobile, WeRoam, Trustive, Swiss-
com, Boingo, BT Openzone, Orange, GoRemote (GRIC), GBIA, and NTT,
Communityinitiatives have sprung up in developed and developing countries; in
a small country as the Netherlands 30 networks are in operation or being con-
structed; the largest network being the Neighbourhood Area Network of “Wire-
less Leiden”. In the USA over 400 cities and counties are reported with operational
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municipal networks, networks under deployment, or tenders issued for Wi-Fi net-
works.

5.2. REFLECTING ON THE STANDARDISATION PROCESS

Following the success of the IEEE wired-LAN standard, in particular the Ethernet
(see Von Burg, 2001), Wi-Fi represents the success of the wireless-LAN standardisa-
tion process within IEEE as a standards developing organisation.*° While the wired-
LAN standardization process was rife with conflict, ultimately three version were
standardized (Ethernet, token bus, and token ring), issues over intellectual property
(IP) in Working Group IEEE 802.11 have remainedrelatively minor.

The position of the IEEE vis-a-vis the use ofpatents in standards changed over the
life time of the project. Until the end of 1995 the preferred policy wasto avoid the use
of patented material in the standard, and “if the committee intends to use patented
material it must explain the reasons why.” (Bylaws of the IEEE Standards Board). By
the end of 1995 the Bylaws were changed to: “IEEE standards mayinclude the known
use ofpatent's, including patentapplications,if there is compelling technicaljustifica-
tion ... and provided the IEEE receives assurance from the patentholderthatit will
license applicants under reasonable terms and conditions for the purpose of imple-
menting the standard.” In 1996 the JEEE 802.11 Chair collected outof the 63 firms
actively participating in the standardization process: 16 FRAND usage statements
(fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory), 1 firm listing an IP claim without a use
statement, 5 firms stating no IP was being claimed, and 43 firms did not respond to
the query.*®

The more contentious issue related to the perceived advantages of one firm over
others in the implementation of the standardinsilicon as discussed in section 3.6.5.

5.3. IMPLICATIONS FOR GOVERNMENTPOLICY

For government policy the Wi-Fi case is importantasit reflects the first large scale
deploymentof radio communication on an unlicensed basis. The worldwide adoption
of Wi-Fi demonstrates that RF spectrum can beused effectively using a licensed-
exempt regime.As the initial RF assignmenthas been based on the useofthe existing
bandsdesignatedfor the use of Industrial, Scientific and Medical applications, the use
can be consideredto be highlyefficient as no new spectrum hadto beallocated.

46 See for a comparisonofthe cellular standardisation with Wi-Fi Lemstra & Hayes (Forthcoming-a)
and for an expansion on the standardization process (Forthcoming-b).

47 Doc: IEEE P802.11-96/14, V. Hayes, Changes in IEEE’s Patent Policy Rules, January 9, 1996,

48 It should be noted that copyrights automatically transfers to the IEEE when copyrighted material
from submissions and added into the standard.
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The common understanding that open access regimeslead to a ‘tragedy of the
commons’ is shown notto be applicable to this case. Although access is not restricted
and no protection is offered under this unlicensed regime, the limitations set to the
powerlevels used appear to be effective in creating a localized use that resembles the
characteristics of a private property regime. The adoption and use appears not to be
restrained by the lack of protection. Albeit the regime does not provide any indicators
that signal congestion or deterioration of service leading to users abandoningthe use
of Wi-Fi. Hence, there may be an undisclosed albeit very localized ‘tragedy of the
commons.

Therelative low powerlevels do representa limitation to the deployment of Wi-Fi
as in the case of community Wi-Fi networks or municipal Wi-Fi, as the signal does
not penetrate deeply enough, without antennaboosters, into homes andoffices to
provide an acceptable quality of service.

The ‘free rider’ phenomenonalso associated with open access regimes has shown
to be less of an issue in this case. Multiple product vendorsandlater service providers
have shownto be willing to invest in the development of products and services to
exploit the unlicensed part of the RF spectrum. One could arguethatthis is the result
of the return on investmentlargely being based on the sale of the Wi-Fi equipment,
and notin the exploitation of a service requiring complementary and deep investment
in the creation of a network infrastructure, as is the case in cellular based communi-

cations.

For governmentpolicy the caseillustrates that innovation can be triggered by a
changein policy, by lowering the barriers to the use of radio frequency spectrum as an
input to the production function. The Wi-Fi caseillustrates the innovation potential
of a license-exempt RF spectrum regime. It also shows the constancy of purpose
required to ultimately reap the economic andsocial benefits: the original idea going
back to 1980 while the large scale deployment of Wi-Fi starts in the year 2000.

In terms of innovation policy the case shows the global nature of to-day’s ICT
industry: wherebythe locus of invention (USA)or of innovation (the Netherlands)is

not necessarily the locus of manufacturing (Taiwan) or the locus where ultimately
mostof the value is being appropriated. Nonetheless the caseillustrated the contribu-
tion by a Dutch entity to innovation in the field of ICT, moreover, it shows that this
contribution is not incidental. While the entity that is associated with the emergence
of Wi-Fi may have been dissolved, the individuals involved continue to contribute to

the process of innovation, through enhancing the product and/or expandingin adja-
cent application areas, such as Wi-MAX, Zigbee and Bluetooth.

5.4. IMPLICATIONSFOR FIRM STRATEGY

The case story of Wi-Fi is a good example of how the innovation process works in
practice. It showsthe linkage to corporate strategy; it shows therole of individuals in
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various parts of the organisation in driving the course of events. It shows the impor-
tance of teamwork, of personal commitment and dedication. The extensive period
required for the standardization illustrates the commitment, the tenacity and the
resources required from an emerging industry leader involvedin ‘rule breaking’ (De
Wit and Meyer, 2004). Moreover, it shows the importanceofinstitutions in technol-
ogy and product development. For examples, the FCC as national regulatory agency
in providing the governanceofthe radio spectrum; the IEEE providing the ICT indus-
try with a platform to develop standards.

The behaviour of NCR can be connected to the role of the entrepreneuras in the
view of Casson: “an entrepreneur is someone whospecializes in taking judgmental
decisions about the coordination of scarce resources” (Ricketts, 2002), A particular
challenge for the entrepreneur is to move the business beyond the early adopter phase
into the mass market phase,i.e. from selling successfully to the technology enthusiast

andvisionaries to selling to the pragmatists. To reflect this difficulty Moore uses the
metaphorof‘crossing the chasm’ (1991). To cross the chasm successfully he argues
thatit is importantto target the right initial product segment.Ifproperly selected and
executed the attack moves to adjacent segments. Thereby the success in thefirst mar-
ket segment will work as the head pin at a bowling alley, ultimately leading to mass
market success (Moore, 1995). In the terms of Moore, the ‘chasm’ was crossed in 1999

through a strategic cooperation of Lucent Technologies with Apple and subsequently
Microsoft. While Wi-Fi started as a technologicalinnovation,its development became
characterized by subsequentreleases of enhancements to the IEEE 802.11 standard.
These standards were translated into chipsets which became incorporated in prod-
ucts, which in turn became part of communications systems. This connects to the
economic literature as for instance Nelson argues that once a dominant design comes
into existence, radical product innovation slows down, and product design improve-
ments become incremental. The attention shifts to the improvementofthe related
process technology. The growth in the numberofpeople who ownanduse a particu-
lar technologyvariant plays an increasing role as skills develop that are particular to
a certain variant, as are investments in complementary products designedto fit with
a particular variant (Katz and Shapiro, 1985, 1994; Arthur, 1996). In our case-study,
we observe that first these WLAN systems were applied in the corporate domain,
subsequently in the private domain, followed by the public domain.Asa result the
industry evolved from a componentand productfocus to a product andservicefocus.
An expanding value network has beentheresult.

With the emphasis shifting from invention to mass production, the industrial
activities within NCR/AT&T/Lucent Technologies shifted from the Netherlands and
the USA to Taiwan and China. Lucent Technologies, severely affected by the down-
turn in telecommunication spendingin the aftermathofthe telecom bubble, divested
its WLANactivities through the spin-off of Agere Systems in 2001. In 2004 Agere
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discontinued its WLAN developmentactivities and the team in Utrecht has been
dissolved.

However,as the original radio expertise moved with the people from Philips to
NCR,the success of Wi-Fi developments hastriggered new start-ups by formerstaff
of Lucent Technologies, continuing the innovation process. For instance Airgo was
established in the Netherlands in 2001. Airgo, recently acquired by Qualcom,
continuesto lead developments in the Wi-Fi space, in particular with MIMO (multiple
inputs multiple outputs). Airgo designed chips which have resulted in thefirst ever
MIMOconsumerproducts being introduced in the market by a numberof suppliers.
Following in the footsteps of NCR, Airgo is contributing extensively to IEEE 802.11
Task Group‘n’, aimedat achieving high throughput extension (Van Nee, 2006).

Next to knowledge diffusion through start-ups, former Agere staff has moved to
other (leading) companies in the wireless industry including Motorola, and they
continueto push the envelope in terms ofinnovation in wireless communications.”

NCRsurvived the acquisition by AT&T and continuesto be a successful independent
companyin thefield of transaction processing with an increasing focus on services.

5.5. CONCLUSIONS

The case of Wi-Fi has shownthat policy makers not necessarily have to wait until
representatives of the industry request the allocation and assignmentof radio spec-
trum for a particular use. Pro-active allocation can provide opportunities for innova-
tion, and an unlicensed regimecan result in highly successful products andservices.
Thecase doesillustrate the need for the industry to provide leadership in the develop-
ment ofstandards, the harmonization of spectrum use, and the compatibility ofprod-
uctsto facilitate the creation of a mass market.It showsthat significant lead times are
involved, and hence, constancy of purpose is required by the governments and the
firms involved. Ultimately the end-users extend the deployment of the product in
unforeseen directions, in this case in providing voice and data services to areas that
hitherto have remained unserved.

49 Other areas in the wireless domain where the Dutch have been leading are Bluetooth and Lofar.
Bluetooth development was triggered in 1994 by the desire to replace the wires between mobile
phones and auxiliary devices with a radio connection. Jaap Haartsen, working at Ericssonat the
time, led the development. LOFAR startedas a new and innovativeeffort to force a breakthroughin
sensitivity for astronomical observations at radio-frequencies below 250 MHz. LOFARisthefirst
telescope using an array of simple omni-directional antennas spread out overan area ofultimately
350 km in diameter. The electronic signals from the antennas are combined in software to emulate
a conventional antenna. (Astron, 2006).
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